
CHARGING ON YOUR STREET, 
POWERED BY YOUR HOME



AON
‘One’ - Scottish Gaelic



UNIQUE DESIGN
We have designed our chargers to be tough enough 
to be driven over when unplugged. They meet the 
challenging BS EN124:2015 standard which covers 
gully tops and manhole tops for vehicular and 
pedestrian areas.

This means cars, vans and trucks can drive over the 
chargepoint when it’s not in use, without damaging 
it. Designing to this standard allows creativity in 
installations in unique streetscapes, as well as easing 
installation permission from your local authority.

THE AON CHARGING SYSTEM

COMPONENTS

• Installed flush near the edge of the pavement

• Discreet, low-power LED lighting for status indication

• Highly vandal/damage resistant

• Can be shared with your visitors using your lance

• Can be shared with neighbours who have their  
own lance

• Only energised when connected to your vehicle

• When sharing with others, the price of charging is  
fully controlled by you

• Stored in your car or property

• Locked in place while charging, unlocks when you 
unlock your vehicle

• Linked to personal account

• Type 2 AC connection

• Lightweight, portable and robust

• Impact and vandalism-tested

THE TROJAN LANCE

THE AON BOX V1 
• Fitted somewhere on your property  

(can inside or outside)

• Connected to your home supply via your consumer unit

• Smart Meter enabled -allows operation of  
smart-charging platform

• Constantly monitored by Trojan Energy

• 400mm high x 300mm wide x 153mm deep

OUR INSTALLATION SERVICE
Trojan Energy installers will undertake two aspects 
of work: the insertion of the chargepoint into the 
pavement, including civils works; and the electrical 
connections to your home. We aim to complete both 
aspects at the same time, in a single day.  Access to 
your home will normally be required for less than 1 day 
and Trojan will work with your local authority to secure 
the necessary permits and schedule the installation to 
suit all parties.

THE AON CHARGEPOINT



AON BOX

AON CHARGEPOINT

LANCE

APP / CLOUD SERVICES CHARGING SYSTEM



CHARGING 
COMPARISON

SUPERMARKET CAR PARK 
(DESTINATION CHARGING)

• Potential charge while shopping
• Long wait for chargers

RAPID CHARGING HUB
• Potential wait for charge space
• Typically farthest away from home

TRADITIONAL CHARGE POST
• Typically less available
• Potentially a short drive away

MATS AND GULLIES
• Risk of legal action
• Potential hazard
• Mats prohibited in most councils

LAMPPOST CHARGER
• Max. charge speed at 7kW
• Lamppost must be kerbside to 

allow charger install (<50% in UK)

• Less available

TROJAN ENERGY AON CHARGEPOINT
• Directly outside your property
• No foot way impact when not in use
• Effortless sharing & recoup costs
• Connect to your domestic electricity 



This is your chargepoint, so it’s only right that you should 
be able to charge at same rate you use in the rest of your 
property. You get equal chance for the cheapest possible 
charging as people who have driveways or other private 
parking, which offers the best possible protection against 
higher public charging costs. If you have a cheaper off-peak 
rate, it makes sense to charge your car during that period.  
You can set this up via the Trojan Portal or via your car in 
most cases.

SHARE YOUR CHARGEPOINT

Since your Aon chargepoint is run by the same platform 
that Trojan Energy uses to run its grid-powered chargers, 
you have the flexibility to set a public charging price to 
help recoup some of the purchase cost. You can also set 
public availability to suit your own needs – the more you 
share, the quicker the payback. You get reimbursed for your 
energy at your domestic rate and also take the majority of 
the difference between that and the selling price you’ve set. 
Trojan Energy receives a small per-kWh management fee to 
this difference. When sharing your Aon chargepoint, you are 
in control. You set the price that any secondary users pay 
for using your charger. This is flexible and you can change 
the price each time your charger is used.

CHARGE AT YOUR DOMESTIC RATE



TE-AON-2210

TROJAN ENERGY MISSION

To ensure everyone benefits from the energy transition. 

We’re doing our bit for the global effort to reduce 
carbon emissions and improve air quality by supporting 
electrification and the transition to renewable energy. 
We’re doing this by addressing the lack of EV charging 
infrastructure within the urban environment.

We’re Charging Towards Net Zero. 
Get in touch and join us in this journey.

info@trojan.energy
     trojan.energy


